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Tracing ultrafast processes induced by interaction of light with matter is often very challenging. In
molecular systems, the initially created electronic coherence becomes damped by the slow nuclear
rearrangement on a femtosecond timescale which makes real-time observations of electron dynamics in
molecules particularly difficult. In this work, we report an extension of the theory underlying the attosecond
transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS) for the case of molecules, including a full account for the
coupled electron-nuclear dynamics in the initially created wave packet, and apply it to probe the
oscillations of the positive charge created after outer-valence ionization of the propiolic acid molecule. By
taking advantage of element-specific core-to-valence transitions induced by x-ray radiation, we show that
the resolution of ATAS makes it possible to trace the dynamics of electron density with atomic spatial
resolution.
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The impressive progress in laser technologies during the
last few decades [1,2] has stimulated the rapid development
of atomic and molecular physics. With the advent of
ultrashort laser pulses, the scientific community obtained
a unique tool to study such phenomena as charge transport
in molecules [3,4] and the elementary steps of chemical
reactions [5,6], to name a few. Being able to observe
fundamental processes with attosecond temporal resolu-
tion, it also becomes possible to steer and probe electron
dynamics on its natural timescale [7].
One phenomenon of particular interest for the attosecond

science is the process of ultrafast charge migration driven
solely by the electron correlation and electron relaxation
[8]. Charge migration arises whenever a coherent super-
position of multiple electronic states is prepared, which,
due to the electron correlation, can be achieved even when
one removes an electron from a single molecular orbital.
Such a coherent population of states can thus result from
ionization of both outer- and inner-valence shells of a
molecule [9–11], and even by removing an electron from
localized core orbitals [12]. The dynamics triggered by the
ionization manifests as a migration of the initially created
localized charge through the system.

Although much had been achieved in the theoretical
understanding of the ultrafast electronic processes taking
place in molecules [13,14], the experimental demonstration
of the electronic dynamics is still in its infancy [15]. So far,
only a very limited number of experimental studies have
been performed that were able to explore the correlated
electron motion in complex systems. Evidence of ultrafast
charge migration in amino acids phenylalanine [16,17] and
tryptophan [18] was demonstrated by measuring the yield
of a doubly charged ion as a function of the delay between
the ionizing pump and doubly ionizing probe pulses.
An alternative technique, using a rescattering of the

ionized electron as a probe, is to measure the resulting high-
harmonic generation (HHG) spectra [19,20]. In the seminal
work by Kraus et al. [21], attosecond charge migration in
ionized iodoacetylene was reconstructed and controlled by
analyzing the HHG spectrum emitted after irradiation of the
molecule with strong infrared pulses of different wave-
lengths (800 and 1300 nm). Despite being a promising
experimental technique, the HHG spectroscopy can cur-
rently be used to capture only the first few femtoseconds of
the dynamics thus preventing a simultaneous observation of
the initial coherent electron motion and the follow-up
effects caused by the coupling between the fast moving
electrons and the slower nuclei.
Another experimental approach which combines high

spectral and high temporal resolution is the atto-
second transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS) [22–
24]. Measuring the transmission of a broadband laser pulse
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through a sample, one can gain intuitive and highly detailed
insights about dynamics of the system. In the pioneering
work by Goulielmakis et al. [22], the ATAS was used to
trace in real-time the valence electron motion in strong-
field-generated Krþ ions. The straightforward interpreta-
tion of the ATAS [23] makes this technique a promising
tool to study ultrafast dynamics in more complex molecular
systems [25–29].
A particularly appealing feature of ATAS is the pos-

sibility to trace the evolution of the system with atomic
spatial resolution by probing electron motion at a specific
site of the molecule, as originally proposed by Dutoi et al.
[30,31]. The latter is possible by taking advantage of
element-specific core-to-valence transitions induced by
x-ray radiation. Recently, experimental setups providing
soft x-ray pulses with sub-femto-second duration were
reported in both tabletop [32,33] and free electron laser
facilities [34]. ATAS, therefore, appears as a very promising
technique for the investigation of the charge migration
dynamics triggered by ionization [35].
So far, the theory underlying ATAS has only been

developed for atoms [23,36,37], or for molecules either
in absence of nuclear motion [25,38] or in absence of
electronic coherence [26]. At the same time, extensive
ab initio calculations for several molecules demonstrated
[39–42] that coupling between electronic and nuclear
degrees of freedom has a dramatic impact on the electron
dynamics and thus has to be taken into account when
computing the transient absorption spectrum. While the
extensions of the ATAS formalism to the case of molecules
[43,44] have been widely used to support recent exper-
imental measurements (see, e.g., Refs. [32,45]), the
reported schemes are all based on the numerical analysis
of various correlation functions which are difficult to
interpret and numerically demanding to compute. In con-
trast, following the procedure reported in Ref. [23] for the
case of atoms, we present a simple quasianalytical expres-
sion for the absorption cross section of molecules, which
accounts for the nuclear motion and nonadiabatic dynamics
and is composed from physically intuitive terms.
In this Letter, we extend the theory of ATAS to the case

of polyatomic molecules, fully accounting for the coupled
electron-nuclear dynamics in the initially created wave
packet. We demonstrate on the example of propiolic acid
that the resolution of ATAS is sufficient to clearly observe
the ultrafast oscillations of the electron density, as well as
the follow-up decoherence caused by the nuclear rear-
rangement. We perform high-level ab initio simulations of
x-ray ATAS, showing the possibility to trace the dynamics
of the created hole through the molecular chain, and thus
demonstrate that x-ray ATAS can be a very useful technique
to study ultrafast electron motion in molecules.
Ionization of a molecule by an ultrashort laser pulse

brings the system to a nonstationary superposition of ionic
states

Ψðr;R; tÞ ¼
X

I

χIðR; tÞΦIðr;RÞ; ð1Þ

where r and R denote electronic and nuclear coordinates,
respectively, ΦIðr;RÞ are the electronic eigenstates
obtained by solving the stationary Schrödinger equation
ĤeΦIðr;RÞ ¼ EIðRÞΦIðr;RÞwith electronic Hamiltonian
Ĥe, and χIðR; tÞ are the expansion coefficients representing
nuclearwave packetsmoving on the corresponding potential
energy surfaces (PESs) EIðRÞ. The ansatz [Eq. (1)] for the
full molecular wave function is, in principle, an exact way to
describe the concerted motion of electrons and nuclei in a
molecule.
The electronic and nuclear dynamics induced after

ionization of a system can be probed by analyzing the
absorption of a spectrally broadband short laser pulse.
Employing the time-dependent perturbation theory and
Condon approximation, the absorption cross section can
be calculated as

σðω; τÞ ¼ 4πω

c
Im

X

I

X

J

hχIðR; τÞjχJðR; τÞiR

×
X

F

hΦIjμ̂jΦFihΦFjμ̂jΦJi

×

�
1

ẼF − EI − ω
þ 1

Ẽ�
F − EJ þ ω

�
; ð2Þ

where ω is the photon energy, τ is the delay between pump
and probe pulses, c is the speed of light in vacuum,
hΦIjμ̂jΦFi and hΦFjμ̂jΦJi denote transition dipole matrix
elements between initial fI; Jg and final F electronic states
with corresponding energies EfI;J;Fg computed at fixed
geometryR0, and quantities hχIðR; τÞjχJðR; τÞiR represent
populations of initial electronic states when I ¼ J and the
electronic coherences when I ≠ J. To account for the
broadening of the spectrum, we assign the final states a
finite lifetime 1=Γ, which enters Eq. (2) in form of complex
final state energies ẼF ¼ EF − iðΓ=2Þ. The detailed deri-
vation of Eq. (2) is presented in Sec. I of the Supplemental
Material [46].
As one can see from Eq. (2), the signal represents a

combination of contributions corresponding to Λ-type
transitions which couple initially populated I and J states
through intermediate excited states F. The possibility to
measure electron dynamics between states I and J is based
on the fact that the interference between absorption of a
photon with energy ω1 and stimulated emission of a photon
with a different energy ω2 takes place only if the initial
states are populated coherently. The electronic coherence
term hχIðR; τÞjχJðR; τÞiR is the only source of time
dependence in Eq. (2). Therefore, all the dynamical
information required for calculations of absorption cross
section comes from the propagation of nuclear wave
packets χIðR; tÞ in the initially populated electronic states
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while final states define energy positions and intensities of
the corresponding lines in the spectrum.
Numerous theoretical approaches for computing

electronic coherences were developed in the last few years
[39–42,61]. Here, we use the recently described [42]
semiclassical thawed Gaussian approximation (TGA)
scheme [62–65], which combines efficient single trajectory
evaluation of nuclear dynamics with fully ab initio on-the-
fly simulations of electronic structure. Within the TGA, the
nuclear wave function is described by a single Gaussian
wave packet whose center follows Hamilton’s equations of
motion and whose time-dependent width and phase are
propagated using the local harmonic approximation of the
PES. Despite its simplicity, the TGA gives results compa-
rable in accuracy to the full dimensional quantum calcu-
lations when the involved states are not strongly coupled by
nonadiabatic effects, as explicitly shown for propiolic
acid [42].
To describe the electronic states of the ionized system,

we use the high-level ab initio algebraic diagrammatic
construction (ADC) scheme [66] for representing the one-
particle Green’s function. The ionization out of the valence
orbitals is computed at the third-order ADC [ADC(3)] [67],
while core ionic states are modeled using the fourth-order
scheme [ADC(4)] [68]. Separate treatment of valence
and core orbitals is dictated by the fact that the numerical
efforts required for constructing and diagonalizing the
ADC(4) secular matrix are considerable and prevent for
the moment a straightforward application to the valence
ionization of all but the smallest systems. At the same time,
accurate description of core electrons requires an explicit
account for the large relaxation effects while the correlation
between the core and the valence electrons can be
neglected. The ADC(4) scheme has been shown many
times to yield highly accurate results when applied to core
ionization [69]. Standard double-zeta plus polarization
basis sets [70] were employed to construct the noncorre-
lated reference states. Ground-state geometry of the neutral
molecule was optimized using the Gaussian 16 implemen-
tation [71] of the density functional theory [72] with the
B3LYP functional [73].
Ionization spectrum of the propiolic acid is shown in

Fig. 1. The first four valence ionic states are energetically
separated by 2.8 eV from the remaining ones. Due to the
electron correlation, the ground and the second excited
ionic states of the molecule are a strong mixture of two one-
hole configurations: an electron missing in the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and an electron
missing in the HOMO-2. Therefore, a sudden removal
of an electron either from HOMO or from HOMO-2 will
create an electronic wave packet, which will initiate charge
migration oscillations between the carbon triple bond and
the carbonyl oxygen with a period of about 4.5 fs,
determined by the energy gap between the first and the
third cationic states [41,74]. The two orbitals involved in

this hole mixing are also depicted in Fig. 1. Importantly, the
molecule has planar symmetry and thus belongs to the Cs
symmetry group which allows assignment of the ionic
states to two irreducible representations: the first and third
states belong to the A0, while the second and fourth states to
A00. The latter allows one to obtain the desired superposition
of the first and third ionic states by appropriately orienting
the molecule with respect to the laser polarization.
Let us now look at the states corresponding to ionization

out of the core orbitals of the molecule. Due to the fact that
1s core orbitals are localized in space, it is possible to
associate every core orbital with a specific atom in the
system. Figure 1 depicts ionic states resulting from ioniza-
tion out of core orbitals of oxygen and carbon atoms of the
propiolic acid. The spectrum is plotted for two energy
windows which capture ionic states with dominant con-
tributions of the corresponding core orbitals. Interestingly,
core orbitals of carbon atoms forming the triple-bond
experience strong hole mixing similar to the one reported
previously for ionization out of valence and upper-range
inner orbitals only [9,13]. We would like to note in passing
that due to the small energy difference between these core

FIG. 1. Ionization spectrum of propiolic acid computed using
the ab initio many-body Green’s function ADC method. Three
energy windows illustrate the valence region (10.5–12.5 eV),
core ionic states resulting from ionization out of 1s orbitals of
triple-bond carbon atoms (293.1–293.25 eV), and oxygen atoms
(539–542 eV). In all three energy ranges, the closest ionic states
are located at least ∼2.5 eV above the presented lines. The
spectral intensity is defined as the combined weight of all one-
hole configurations in the configuration-interaction expansion of
the ionic state. The relevant molecular orbitals are also depicted.
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ionic states, the electronic oscillations for the wave packet
resulting from such a mixture is expected to be significantly
slower than those taking place in the case of valence
ionization of the molecule. The ionic state resulting from
ionization out of the 1s orbital of a carbon atom of the
carboxyl group is located 3.9 eVabove the states belonging
to ionization out of orbitals of carbons forming the triple
bond and is not shown in Fig. 1. Similarly, the closest
satellite ionic states corresponding to ionization out of
oxygen core orbitals are located 2.5 eV above main lines.
These energy gaps make it possible to distinguish ener-
getically the transitions between valence ionic states and
only those core states shown in Fig. 1 while neglecting
transitions to other electronic states which are not covered
by the presented energy ranges.
To account for transitions between initial valence jΦfI;Jgi

and final core jΦFi states present in Eq. (2), one needs to
evaluate the corresponding transition dipole matrix ele-
ments hΦIjμ̂jΦFi and hΦFjμ̂jΦJi. The latter cannot be done
directly, because our initial and final states are computed at
different levels of electronic structure theory. An alternative
way to perform these calculations is to exploit the con-
figuration-interaction-like structure of the electronic wave
functions appearing in the ADC approach. Details of this
procedure can be found in Sec. II of the Supplemental
Material [46] (see also Ref. [75]). Importantly, accurate
values of the dipole transitions play a central role in the
possibility to resolve spatial localization of the charge in a
molecule. Due to the interference between photons con-
necting various combinations of initial fI; Jg and final F
states, scaled by the corresponding dipole transitions, one
can infer a direct correspondence between the real-space
dynamics taking place in a system under study and the
ATAS signal computed via Eq. (2).
We performed calculations of ATAS for the evolution of

the wave packet created by projecting the ground (elec-
tronic and nuclear) neutral state of the propiolic acid onto
the first and third cationic states of the molecule employing
the sudden and Franck–Condon approximations. The initial
phase between involved electronic states is chosen in such a
way that the created charge is localized in the HOMO. The
top panel of Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the electronic
coherence between initially populated states, i.e., the matrix
element hχ1ðR; τÞjχ3ðR; τÞiR, in time. It is seen that the
electronic oscillations are strongly influenced by the
nuclear motion and the coherence is completely suppressed
within the first 15 fs [41,42]. The middle and bottom panels
of Fig. 2 depict the absorption cross section computed
using Eq. (2) for transitions between initially populated
valence ionic states and the core states, resulting from
ionization out of 1s orbitals of carbon and oxygen atoms,
respectively. Line positions in ATAS are determined by the
energy gaps between the initial and final electronic states.
Transitions from the two initially populated valence states
to the two final oxygen core ionic states lead to the

appearance of four lines in the spectrum. In the case of
carbon core ionic states, the four absorption lines appear as
two visible transitions due to the small energy gap between
the final core states. The intensity of the lines is determined
by the product of the transition dipole moments that
couple initial and final states via Λ-type transitions. All
calculations were rotationally averaged and thus describe
randomly oriented molecules (see Sec. III of the Supple-
mental Material [46]). An energy broadening parameter
Γ ¼ 0.3 eV was used (see Sec. I of the Supplemental
Material [46]).
Spectra in Fig. 2 clearly illustrate that the resolution of

ATAS makes it possible to trace the real-time oscillatory
charge migration dynamics before the nuclear motion
dephases the electron coherence. Importantly, the maxima
in the beatings of the absorption lines corresponding to core
excitations of both carbon and oxygen atoms correlate with
the spatial localization of the hole density in the vicinity of

FIG. 2. Top: electronic coherence measured by the time-
dependent overlap hχ1ðR; τÞjχ3ðR; τÞiR of the nuclear wave
packets propagated in the first and third cationic states of
propiolic acid after the removal of an electron from the HOMO.
Middle: time-resolved absorption cross section as a function of
the photon energy and time delay, plotted for the energy window
corresponding to transitions between initially populated valence
ionic states and the core states resulting from ionization out of 1s
orbitals of carbon atoms forming the triple bond. Bottom:
absorption cross section plotted for the energy range covering
transitions to core ionic states of the oxygen atoms. The ionic
states involved in the corresponding transitions are also shown.
The transient absorption traces shown are rotationally averaged
and thus describe randomly oriented molecules.
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these atoms. The latter allows us to trace the electron
dynamics along the molecular chain with atomic spatial
resolution. It is seen that immediately after the ionization
the absorption takes place almost exclusively on the triple-
bond carbon atoms suggesting that the initial hole charge is
located in the triple bond of the molecule. Within 2 fs, the
charge density migrates to the carboxyl group of the
molecule which is reflected by the strong absorption signal
from the oxygen atoms, mainly from the carbonyl oxygen.
After several oscillations, the lines become stationary yet
remain present for all shown core states, which reflects the
fact that the charge distributes almost uniformly along the
molecular chain.
Before concluding, we emphasize that Eq. (2) is obtained

with the assumption that the initial time-dependent state of
the system, Eq. (1), is prepared before the action of the
probe pulse. In other words, we utilize the first-order
polarization response of the system with respect to the
applied electric field, operating in a regime of nonoverlap-
ping pump and probe pulses. Although being a limitation,
this treatment of the light-matter interaction allows us to
simulate ATAS with the time-dependent perturbation
theory applied to a nonstationary initial state of a system
that is, in turn, described in a completely nonperturbative
fashion. Another major approximation used in this study is
the short-pulse approximation for the probe pulse. The
latter requirement means that the duration of the probe
pulse should be shorter than the oscillations of the
coherences in the initially prepared superposition. The
reported scheme suggests simultaneous measurements of
the absorption cross section for both carbon and oxygen
core ionic states of the propiolic acid which automatically
makes the required laser pulse short enough to cover
this broad energy range. An ideal experiment would
involve ultrashort extreme-ultraviolet-pump and x-ray-
probe pulses, although the ionization step can be also
performed via other mechanisms, e.g., strong-field multi-
photon absorption. In the latter case, the initially created
superposition can be sensitive to the variations of the laser
pulse parameters which will lead to the loss of the
coherence and thus to less pronounced ATAS signal (see
Sec. IVof the Supplemental Material [46]). Nevertheless, as
was already pointed out in the introduction, modern
experimental setups [33,34] provide radiation with the
unique combination of high intensity, high photon energy,
and short pulse duration which can open the door for real-
time studies of the electron dynamics in complex molecules
using ATAS technique. However, because the electronic
states belonging to the ionization out of core orbitals of the
same atoms lie typically very close to each other in energy
(see, e.g., carbon ionic states in Fig. 1), the resolution of
ATAS might be limited to trace the dynamics only between
atoms of different chemical elements, or between differ-
ently bonded same elements giving rise to larger chemical
shifts.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the application of
ATAS to probe the ultrafast dynamics of electron density in
a polyatomic molecule. We presented the extension of the
theory underlying ATAS taking into account coupling
between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. We
performed high-level ab initio calculations of ATAS for the
propiolic acid demonstrating the possibility to detect both
temporal and spatial aspects of the electron dynamics. Our
findings illustrate that the resolution of ATAS in the soft
x-ray energy range is sufficient to identify structural groups
and even particular atoms involved in the process. Finally,
we observed strong hole mixing between core orbitals
forming the triple bond of a molecule. The investigation of
possible dynamics resulting from ionization out of core
orbitals is a promising direction of further research. We
hope that our work will motivate such studies.
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